Main human needs are food, clothes and houses. Wood can be identified as one of the main raw materials used in construction of houses. From the past decade’s humans used wood in constructing their residences. With the humans’ social development, they cut off the large trees and tear by two men with the power and of force and ability. A sub culture and its own language was born due to the long period occurred in this process. Research problem of this study is that what the sub cultural language use in wooden tear? and from this study illustrated the sub cultural language use in wooden tear. Snow ball sampling is used as the sampling method and also interview method is used for the data collection. Collected data presented that there is a sub cultural language and also there are some related customs and rituals related with wooden tear. Through the study, it can be identified that there are few researchers restudies related with this field and this sub cultural language is going away in the present. Therefore, it has conducted must take immediate action for secure this sub culture for new generation.
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